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Abstract Case Amplification can improve the accuracy of a collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm with no extra space
overhead by amplifying the effect of close candidates in the prediction. However, in a cold start scenario, the traditional
Case Amplification on an item-based prediction can reduce accuracy. Given a small known set, Case Amplification can
give a mediocre candidate an unsuitable amplification, by amplifying the numerator and the denominator in a predicting
formula equally. We propose a skew amplification mechanism to address the problem: we amplify the numerator and
the denominator differently. This reduces the effect of a mediocre but close item in the prediction. The balance between
different amplifications is kept automatically by a controller, whose behavior depends on the size of the given set. Evaluation
was carried out on four benchmarks, and results show that, in a cold-start scenario, skew amplification outperforms Case
Amplification on boosting an item-based CF algorithm, especially when the given set becomes small.

Keywords Item-Based Pearson Correlation Coefficient, Case Amplification, Skew Amplification

1 Introduction

Collaborative Filtering (CF) has been successful-
ly applied in commercial recommendation systems, in-
cluding Amazon [1], TiVo [2] and Netflix [3]. A recom-
mendation system not only copes with security [4, 5],
but also has to deal with an increasing and changing
massive dataset because of the explosive growth of e-
commerce on the world-wide-web. To handle frequent
updates on the growing dataset, a recommendation sys-
tem is apt to adopt an accurate collaborative filtering
(CF) algorithm with a low space complexity, which can
make the recommendation system easily renewable, s-
calable and sustainable [6].

To improve the predictive accuracy, smoothing
techniques [7, 8, 9] are used to smooth the sparse ma-
trix to overcome the sparsity problem, but this in-
creases the space complexity. Compared to memory-
based algorithms, a model-based CF approach, such as
SVD-based CF [10, 11, 12], content-boosted CF algo-
rithms [13], tagging-boosted CF algorithms [14, 15] or
Bayesian Models [16], can give a relatively high accu-
racy. However, model-based approaches are expensive
in building and updating models [17, 18]. Although
an item-item approach [19, 1] avoids the sparsity prob-
lem elegantly and has a low space complexity, an item-

based Pearson Correlation Coefficient [20] (IPCC) per-
formed badly with small samples in our experiment.
Furthermore, some approaches were tried to boost IPC-
C, such as Adjusted Cosine Measure [19], item-Based
top-N recommendation algorithms [21, 22], but the lat-
est survey [17] shows that an item-based algorithm has
a relatively lower accuracy compared to hybrid CF al-
gorithms or other model-based approaches [23, 14].

Among those boosting methods, a basic Case Am-
plification [24, 25], can boost a CF algorithm with no
extra space overhead. However, given a small known set
in a cold-start scenario [26], in boosting an item-based
prediction, the traditional Case Amplification can re-
duce a predictive accuracy below the original predic-
tion. We can demonstrate that, given an extremely
small known-set, an item-based CF based on Case Am-
plification can give a mediocre candidate an unsuitable
amplification, which causes this decline in accuracy. In
this scenario, a new amplifying mechanism is required.

We propose a new amplification-mechanism to ad-
dress the above problems. Because balanced amplifica-
tion, as in the traditional Case Amplification, can give
poor results, we use an unbalanced amplification which
we call skew amplification. In this mechanism, we as-
sign the numerator and the denominator in a prediction
formula different coefficients.
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Specifically, we keep amplification in the numera-
tor as in Case Amplification, while the amplification on
the denominator is shrunk towards 1. This amplifying
mechanism can lessen the reliance on those candidates
when the given set is extremely small. Meanwhile, to
keep the balance between different amplifications, we
introduce the size of the given set, which is provided by
an active user, into a controller to adjust the discrim-
inate degree automatically. For a small given set, the
controller cuts down the amplification on the denomi-
nator dramatically. If a given set is relatively bigger,
the controller is to keep a balance amplification. Similar
to those commercial recommendations based on a cold-
start scenario, when a recommendation system know
very little about an active user, system only gives a pru-
dent recommendation to improve a consumer’s experi-
ence. Meanwhile, as increasing mutual communication-
times, lots of the active user’s preferences are explored
on the commercial system, and then, system can have
a better chance to do a reliable recommendation.

Experimental results on Movie1600, Movie3000,
Netflix and Movielens illustrate that our mechanism
works quite well. For a small given set in a cold-start s-
cenario, an item-based CF based on skew amplification
delivers a much higher accuracy than those algorithms
with Case Amplification. Specifically, in Netflix, given
one rated item for an active user, the accuracy of IPC-
C based on skew amplification has been shrunk nearly
0.18 on mean absolute error.

The main contributions of this work are:

• a skew amplifying mechanism for item-based CF
algorithms. We show that a balanced but exces-
sive weight in the traditional Case Amplification
can reduce the predictive accuracy;

• a controller for the discriminative amplification.
The controller generates a suitable amplification
for the denominator. The discriminative ampli-
fication effectively mitigates the negative impact
of an excessive weight;

• a test of applying this skew amplification to IPCC
and Adjusted Cosine Measure algorithms. With
no extra space overhead, skew amplification effec-
tively boosts an item-based CF algorithm, mak-
ing it easily scalable.

In the next section, we describe the basic notion-
s and notation, summarize related work, and give our
design considerations. In section 3, we elaborate the
design based on our motivations. Section 4 gives an
evaluation. Lastly, section 5 concludes our work.

2 Background and Related Work

For a sparse rating matrix Rm×n (m is number of
users and n is number of items), given an active us-
er from whom there is limited information (some given
rated items I(a)), an item-item approach [19, 1] trans-
fers users into the item space to avoid the sparsity prob-
lem [7] elegantly. Although a novel JacUOD [27] can
be used to measure the distance, in the classical but
popular item-based Pearson Correlation Coefficient [20]
(IPCC), the following formula is used to find similar
items for a:

sim(il, ij) =

∑
u∈U(il)

∩U(ij)

(ru,l − rl)(ru,j − rj)

√ ∑
u∈U(il)

∩U(ij)

(ru,l − rl)2
√ ∑

u∈U(il)
∩U(ij)

(ru,j − rj)2
,

(1)

where sim(il, ij) is the similarity in the comment set
U(il) ∩ U(ij) between the item il and the item ij , rl is
the average rating for the item il, and rj is the user’s
average rating on the item ij . An average-bias method
based on a simply weighted average [10] is generally
used to predict the active user’s preference r̂a,j on the
item ij(ij∈I(a)):

r̂a,j = rj +

∑
l∈S(ia)

sim(il, ij)(ra,l − rl)∑
l∈S(ia)

sim(il, ij)
. (2)

As illustrated in the above equations, IPCC has a low
space complexity S(mn) [22, 14]. IPCC on a distribut-
ed platform can have a good scalability because of
the low space overhead. Furthermore, IPCC is easily
parallelized because the main overhead in the compu-
tation is similarity-comparison, and good parallelism
on similarity-comparison can be obtained with Map-
Reduce methods [28].

However, as shown in our evaluation, IPCC per-
forms badly with a small given set |I(a)| ≤ 5 in a cold-
start scenario [17, 14, 26]. To improve the quality of
Equations on IPCC, Sarwar modified Equation 1 into

sim(il, ij) =

∑
u∈U(il)

∩U(ij)

(ru,l − ru)(ru,j − ru)

√ ∑
u∈U(il)

∩U(ij)

(ru,l − ru)2
√ ∑

u∈U(il)
∩U(ij)

(ru,j − ru)2
,

(3)

in the Adjusted Cosine Measure [19] (ADCOS), because
the differences in rating scale between different users
are not taken into account in IPCC. To address the s-
calability on item-based recommendation, pre-prepared
relations between the different items have been devel-
oped to compute the list of recommendations. Item-
Based top-N recommendation algorithms [21, 22] first
determine the similarities between the various items
and then use them to identify the set of items to be
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recommended. However, the latest survey [17] shows
that an item-based algorithm has a lower accuracy com-
pared to hybrid CF algorithms or other model-based
approaches [23, 14]. It is challenging to boost the tra-
ditional item-based algorithm into a high-accuracy CF
algorithm with low space overhead.

Table 1 describes different symbols and corre-
sponding meanings.

Table 1. Symbols and notations.

Symbols Descriptions

sim(il, ij) similarity of item l and j

sim(a, u) similarity of the active user a and listed user u

a an active user

I(a) an active user’s ranked items set

ra,l the active user’s ranked item l

rj average rating on the item j

r̂a,j prediction on the user a’s item j

U(il)
users’ ranked set on the item l

S(ia) similarity values set based on the active user a’s I(a)

Rm×n a rating matrix

i a generalized item

u a generalized user

j,l variable item’s label

A basic Case Amplification [24, 25] amplifies a
close neighbor u to the active user a with

sim
′
(a, u) = sim(a, u) × |sim(a, u)|q−1

, (4)

where q ≈ 2.5. Moreover, Case Amplification boosts
a CF algorithm by amplifying only close candidates in
the predicting formula, so Case Amplification has no
extra space overhead. If Case Amplification is effec-
tive to enhance an item-based algorithm, it keeps the
original sparsity of the training matrix R. Thus, an
enhanced item-based algorithm based on Case Ampli-
fication can have a low space complexity, which makes
it easily scalable.

Under |I(a)| ≤ 5 in the cold-start scenario, if we
use Case Amplification to boost IPCC, the weight will
be changed into

sim
′
(il, ij) = sim(il, ij) × |sim(il, ij)|q−1

. (5)

Specifically, if we only keep positive similar items, sim-
ply selecting top N items for a recommendation, we
find that the traditional Case Amplification can rely
too much on a mediocre candidate. A special case can
illustrate our findings. In particular, if the number of
positive items is 1 (|S(ia)| = 1), an item-based IPCC
based on Case Amplification assigns an excessive weight

for a possibly mediocre neighbor il

r̂a,j = rj +

∑
l∈S(ia)

sim′(il, ij)(ra,l − rl)∑
l∈S(ia)

sim′(il, ij)
= rj + (ra,l − rl). (6)

It can be observed from Equation 6 that, in this case,
the item il will be used to predict the active user’s pref-
erence on the item ij , though item ij has a very low
similarity to item il. In this case, IPCC with Case Am-
plification relies entirely on the similar item il in the
prediction, even if ij has a very low similarity to il.
In other words, under |I(a)| = 1, an item-based CF al-
gorithm with Case Amplification can give an excessive
weight to an ordinary neighbor in the prediction. This
could be an important reason for the bad performance
of IPCC when |I(a)| is small. In this situation, a new
amplifying mechanism is required to reduce the effect
of a so-so candidate effectively in the prediction.

To reduce the effect of a mediocre candidate with
an extremely small known set |I(a)| = 1, it should be
feasible to alleviate the reliance on the mediocre candi-

date. If the value of the ratio

∑
l∈S(ia)

sim′(il,ij)∑
l∈S(ia)

sim′(il,ij)
= f1

f2
in

the predicting Equation 6 can be shrunk directly, exces-
sive reliance on mediocre candidates can be mitigated.
Moreover, the value of the ratio f1

f2
can be decreased by

many methods. The value of a ratio f1
f2
(f1 > 0, f2 > 0)

decreases, if we either decrease the numerator f1 or in-
crease the denominator f2. We can reduce the effect
of a mediocre candidate by decreasing the value of the
ratio in the predicting Equation 6.

However, we observe that the traditional Case Am-
plification in Equation 6 has a balanced amplification
sim′(il, ij) for the numerator and the denominator.
If we can create a skewed amplification following our
above idea, the quality of the amplification will be im-
proved. Moreover, we can obtain a relatively robust
performance for an item-based algorithm by reducing
the effect of a mediocre candidate in the prediction.

3 Design

With this motivation in mind, our objectives are:

• amplify sim(il, ij) for the numerator and the de-
nominator in Equation 2 differently,

• and maintain a balance during the amplification.

In this section, we will elaborate our skew-
amplification mechanism. An overview will demon-
strate our main idea, and then the following subsections
will give a detailed elaboration.
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3.1 Skew Amplification for Item-based CF

In this skew-amplification mechanism, our idea is
to keep a skew amplification for the numerator and the
denominator in the prediction equation. We keep the
balance between the numerator and the denominator
with a controller.

Generally, in a simply weighted average [10] ap-
proach with Case Amplification, we predict the active
user’s possible preferred item ij with

r̂a,j = rj +

∑
u∈S(a)

(ra,l − rl)(sim(il, ij))
q1

∑
u∈S(a)

(sim(il, ij))q2
. (7)

From Equation 7, it can be observed that keys to
the success of skew-amplification are a good method to
get the suitable indices q1, q2 and an effective method
to keep a suitable difference between q1 and q2. These
are elaborated in the following sections.

3.2 Skew Amplification on Numerator and De-
nominator

Under a hypercritical condition |I(a)| ≤ 5, to lessen
an ordinary candidate’s effect in the prediction, we use
discriminative amplifications on the numerator and the
denominator in the predictive formula. Specifically, we
keep the amplification on the numerator as the tradi-
tional Case Amplification, while we balloon the ampli-
fication for the denominator, as stated in the following
formula:

q1 = q, q2 = q
|I(a)|

b , q > 1, b ≥ |I(a)|, (b, q ∈ float). (8)

Thus, Equation 7 is changed into

r̂a,j = rj +

∑
u∈S(a)

(ra,l − rl)(sim(il, ij))
q

∑
u∈S(a)

(sim(il, ij))q
|I(a)|

b

(9)

in the prediction. If b = |I(a)|, skew amplification is the
traditionally balanced Case Amplification. Intuitively,
if b ≥ |I(a)|, skew amplification becomes a balanced
amplification as the given number |I(a)| increases, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Skew amplification on numerator and denominator.

Figure 1 shows an example of skew amplification
for the numerator and the denominator in Equation 9,
where q = 1.4, b = 20. The next section will give the
rationale.

3.3 Rationale for Skew Amplification

The effectiveness of top-N recommendation [29, 21,
22] demonstrates that the quality of prediction is main-
ly dominated by close items or candidates. In this sec-
tion, we will use close items to illustrate the rationale
of skew amplification in a cold start (a new user) sce-
nario [26].

Firstly, there is a bigger chance to obtain a good
candidate from a larger set I(a) than a smaller set. In a
cold-start scenario, a recommendation system can only
offer a newcomer a recommendation according to the
newcomer’s randomly rated set I(a). Given a recom-
mendation with IPCC, the quality of the recommenda-
tion depends on close items, which are induced by I(a).
Thus, the size of the rated set I(a) plays a key role in
the prediction. If the number of rated items is relative-
ly large |I(a)| > 15, there is a better chance to obtain
high-quality-similar items from the given set I(a) com-
pared with |I(a)| < 5. For a small set |I(a)| < 5, the
quality of similar items seems to be inferior to those
obtained with a larger set |I(a)| > 15.

Secondly, with |I(a)| < 5, as the given set I(a) be-
comes small, the weight provided by the prediction for-
mula with Case Amplification becomes unsuitable to
the prediction. Specifically, given |I(a)| = 1, the pre-
dicting formula based on Case Amplification will use
any close item as a main prediction, including mediocre
candidates.
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Lastly, skew amplification can effectively lessen
the effect of a so-so candidate in prediction. Predic-
tion Equation 9 based on skew amplification can shrink
the effect of a so-so item il by the exponential func-

tion q2 = q
|I(a)|

b , where
|I(a)|

b ≤ 1.0, because we keep

|I(a)| ≤ b. The exponential function q2 = q
|I(a)|

b can
shrink q(q > 1) towards 1.0.

As illustrated in Figure 1, given |I(a)| = 1, the am-

plification on the denominator is q2 = q
1
20 ≈ 1.0 and

the numerator’s amplification is q1 = 1.4, so the de-
nominator will be sim′(il, ij) = sim(il, ij). If there is a
mediocre candidate il, which only has a 0.04 similarity
to the active user’s item ij . IPCC based on the tradi-
tional Case Amplification will rely on this item 100%,

rj + (ra,l − rl)
sim′(il, ij)

sim′(il, ij)
= rj + (ra,l − rl).

On the other side, IPCC based on skew amplification
only gives the item il a weight 0.041.4

0.04 = 27.5%,

rj + (ra,l − rl)
0.011

0.04
= rj + (ra,l − rl)× 0.275.

This special case demonstrates that, with |I(a)| < 5,
skew amplification is more prudent than Case Amplifi-
cation in assigning weights to a possibly mediocre can-
didate, especially for |I(a)| = 1.

Given a bigger set |I(a)| ≥ 15, a relatively high-
quality candidate can be found more confidently from
a rated set I(a). In this case, Case Amplification can
prefer close items reliably. Meanwhile, as demonstrated
Figure 1, skew amplification becomes a balanced am-
plification.

3.4 Discussion for Important Candidates

Although skew amplification can lessen the weight
on mediocre candidates, it may underestimate impor-
tant candidate. Let’s assume ra,j = ra,l and rj = rl,
item j has a nearly same distribution to item l. For
|I(a)| = 1, skew amplification will use rj ×0.725+ra,l×
0.275 to predict ra,j while the traditional amplification
predicts as ra,l. If an extreme user gives the item l a
zero score ra,l = 0 (he or she totally dislikes the item
l), skew amplification still prudently use rj × 0.725 as
a prediction.

In this special case, although skew amplification
still shows that this user dislikes the item j, skew ampli-
fication prefers the item average score rj × 0.725 under
|I(a)| = 1.

3.5 Controller in Skew Amplification

In the skew-amplification mechanism, we shrink
the function of close items by q1 > q2 for small given

sets, while we keep a balanced amplification for larger
sets with q1 ≈ q2. The balance between q1 and q2 is
kept with a controller, which is an exponential function

q2 = q
|I(a)|

b . A discriminative amplification for the de-
nominator can be generated automatically according to
the size of the known set I(a), which is given by a new
user. Furthermore, the base b is working as a threshold,
so b is a key parameter in our skew amplification.

At present, we can only give an experimental value
for the parameter b = 15 when q = 1.3. As |I(a)| in-
creases, q2 should catch up with q1. As for |I(a)| > 20,
in the implementation on skew amplification, we keep
q1 = q2 if q2 > q1.

3.6 Complexity Analysis

We will take IPCC as an example to illustrate the
complexity of an item-based algorithm based on skew
amplification. Specially, given a rated set I(a) for an
active user, to predict the active user’s preference on
an item ij , the process of IPCC based on skew amplifi-
cation is as follows.

• Find similar items according to the given I(a) with
IPCC.

• Compute q1 for the numerator and q2 for the de-
nominator.

• Predict the active user’s preference on ij with an
average formula based on skew amplification.

For IPCC algorithm [6] based on skew amplifica-
tion, there is an extra cost for obtaining q1 and q2 com-
paring with a classical item-based PCC [22]. However,
the overhead for computing q1 and q2 once is negligi-
ble compared with finding similar items. Thus, given
a rating matrix Rm×n, the time complexity of IPCC is
still O(mn2), and the space complexity is still S(mn).

This analysis on IPCC based on skew amplification
(IPCCSA) shows that IPCCSA is an economical algo-
rithm not only in time complexity, but also in space
complexity. IPCCSA keeps the rating matrix Rm×n

sparse, which makes IPCCSA easily scalable. Further-
more, IPCCSA has an intrinsic parallelism, so it can be
easily implemented on a distributed platform or a clus-
ter. In the next section, we evaluate an implementation
of IPCCSA on a cluster.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we present our evaluation with the
following objectives:
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• Demonstrate the effectiveness of skew amplifica-
tion. We compare item-based CF based with and
without skew amplification. Specifically, IPCC,
Adjusted Cosine Measure and Case Amplification
are used.

• Appraise the parameters q and b. After we com-
pared our new value of q with the classical one
q ≈ 2.5, the experimental value 1.3 is suggested
for the parameter q in skew amplification. Lastly,
the parameter b’s value is proposed to be 15 in
our evaluation.

• Illustrate the scalability of an item-based CF with
skew amplification.

Table 2 describes different algorithms and ap-
proaches compared in our experiments.

Table 2. Different approaches.

Names Descriptions

IPCC an item-based PCC algorithm

IPCCA IPCC with Case Amplification [24]

IPCCAS IPCC with a fixed skew amplification

IPCCSA IPCC with skew amplification

ADCOS Adjusted Cosine Measure [19]

ADCOSA ADCOS with Case Amplification

ADCOSAS ADCOS with a fixed skew amplification

ADCOSSA ADCOS with skew amplification

4.1 Experimental Setting and Dataset

Based on the MPI library, we implemented IPC-
C and ADCOS with Pthreads on a cluster. MPICH2
provides a standard for low-level inter-processor com-
munication in the cluster. This cluster has 9 nodes each
with Intel Xeon 2.0 GHz 4-Core-CPU and 8 GB memo-
ry. In this cluster, the Network File System (NFS) [30]
based on Network Information Services (NIS) [31] let
each node access a copy of the rating matrix R by di-
rectly reading a shared zip file.

4.1.1 Dataset

The usual four benchmarks for collaborative appli-
cations were used to evaluate the accuracy of an item-
based CF for a recommendation system. Four bench-
marks of drastically different scale allows us to thor-
oughly evaluate whether skew amplification can boost
an item-based CF’s performance.

MovieLens(MLens). MovieLens contains
95,580 tags applied to 10,681 movies by 71,567 users
of the online movie recommender service MovieLens.

Movie1600(M1600). MovieLens1600 was col-
lected through the MovieLens web site (movie-
lens.umn.edu) during the seven-month period from
September 19th, 1997 to April 22nd, 1998.

Movie3000(M3000). MovieLens3000 contains
1,000,209 anonymous ratings of approximately 3,900
movies made by 6,700 MovieLens users who joined
MovieLens in 2000.

Netflix. Netflix was collected by Netflix in a pe-
riod of approximately 7 years.

In these 5-star-ratings benchmarks, those users
who rated 21 movies at least will be kept in R, and
the test users (active users or newcomers) were selected
out evenly from a filtered R (there is one testing user
in every 20 users), as summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Different scale of benchmarks.

Names #Ratings Scale Train Test

Movie1600 100,000 R943×1682 865 45

Movie3000 1,000,209 R6681×3706 5,656 298

MovieLens 10,000,054 R71567×10681 63,709 3,320

Netflix 100,480,507 R480189×17770 404,316 21,280

An active user is a new user or a newcomer for a
recommendation system, in what is labelled as a cold s-
tart problem in model-based CF algorithms [17, 14, 26].

4.1.2 Parameter Settings

For an active user, a given set I(a) is selected ran-
domly from this user’s item-list, while we vary the num-
ber in the rated set from 1 to 20. The parameter q
in skew amplification is set to 1.4 temporarily, and a
temporary value 20 is set for the parameter b. As for
selecting top-N close items in an item-based CF algo-
rithm, we keep all positive candidates in prediction for
the convenience of amplifying tasks.

The Mean Absolute Error [32] (MAE) and the
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) are used to evaluate
the quality of different approaches. MAE and RMSE
are defined as

MAE =

∑
a,j |ra,j − r̂a,j |

N
,

RMSE =

√
1

N

∑
a,j

(ra,j − r̂a,j)2,
(10)

http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpich2/
http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
http://www.netflixprize.com
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where ra,j denotes the rating that an active user a gives
to an item ij , r̂a,j means the rating that is predicted by
the above approaches, and N is the number of predict-
ed ratings. RMSE puts more emphasis on large errors
compared with MAE. Nonetheless, small improvements
in RMSE can have a significant impact on the quality
of the top few presented recommendations [12].

Cross validation is used. Benchmark were di-
vided into a testing set and a training set based
on even selection, which used mode algorithm:
usercountmod(10) == n(n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).
We evenly selected a testing user every 10 in the o-
riginal benchmark based on a variable n. Although the
experiments were carried out more than 10 times, how-
ever, we only extract an averaged result (n = 7) as a
demonstration.

4.2 Overview of Accuracy

In the spectrum of the given number |I(a)| for an
active user, we extract the numbers 1, 5, and 20 to illus-
trate an overview of accuracy (lower is better) for dif-
ferent approaches on MovieLens and Netflix, as demon-
strated in Table 4. We pay more attention to the per-
formance with I(a) ≤ 5, because this scenario seems to
be close to a commercial recommender system, where
the system should give a newcomer a recommendation
based on the extremely small set I(a).

Table 4. Comparison on MovieLens and Netflix.

|I(a)| approaches MovieLens Netflix

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

1 IPCCSA 0.7425 0.9860 0.7650 1.0154

IPCCA 0.9050 1.2019 0.9417 1.2710

IPCC 0.9050 1.2019 0.9417 1.2710

IPCCAS 0.7423 0.9857 0.7645 1.0140

ADCOSA 0.9873 1.3193 1.0184 1.3737

ADCOSSA 0.8958 1.2146 0.9320 1.2619

ADCOS 0.9873 1.3193 1.0184 1.3737

ADCOSAS 0.8956 1.2144 0.9320 1.2617

5 IPCCSA 0.6911 0.9082 0.7191 0.9546

IPCCA 0.7215 0.9610 0.7421 1.0102

IPCC 0.7142 0.9506 0.7361 1.0007

IPCCAS 0.6974 0.9136 0.7263 0.9601

ADCOSA 0.7834 1.0467 0.8151 1.1104

ADCOSSA 0.7115 0.9387 0.7380 0.9795

ADCOS 0.7734 1.0337 0.8044 1.0959

ADCOSAS 0.7152 0.9409 0.7424 0.9817

20 IPCCSA 0.6450 0.8586 0.6623 0.9065

IPCCA 0.6452 0.8587 0.6623 0.9068

IPCC 0.6473 0.8605 0.6657 0.9087

IPCCAS 0.6897 0.8986 0.7137 0.9444

ADCOSA 0.6618 0.8854 0.6864 0.9438

ADCOSSA 0.6618 0.8854 0.6864 0.9438

ADCOS 0.6565 0.8771 0.6783 0.9311

ADCOSAS 0.6864 0.8971 0.7149 0.9472

From Table 4, we observe that, given one known
item for an active user, skew amplification can out-
match Case Amplification nearly 0.18 (MAE) on boost-
ing IPCC in Netflix, while Case Amplification achieves
a less than 0.15 accuracy compared with skew amplifi-
cation in MovieLens. The same conclusion can be got
from the results in smaller benchmarks, while the con-
clusion seems to be more sound with RMSE metrics.
Both MAE metrics and RMSE metrics exhibit the same
tendency in our experiment, so we only use MAE score
in the following sections’ comparison for brevity.

Results from smaller benchmarks show that, given
|I(a)| = 20, an item-based CF algorithm based on Case
Amplification can be comparable to an algorithm based
on skew amplification, as illustrated in Table 5.
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Table 5. Comparison on Movie3000 and Movie1600.

|I(a)| approaches Movie3000 Movie1600

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

1 IPCCSA 0.7991 1.0767 0.9049 1.2241

IPCCA 0.9783 1.2970 1.0772 1.4238

IPCC 0.9783 1.2970 1.0772 1.4238

IPCCAS 0.7991 1.0767 0.9042 1.2224

ADCOSA 1.0822 1.4367 1.1200 1.4844

ADCOSSA 0.9704 1.3177 0.9949 1.3392

ADCOS 1.0822 1.4367 1.1200 1.4844

ADCOSAS 0.9699 1.3167 0.9934 1.3380

5 IPCCSA 0.7126 0.9467 0.7875 1.0177

IPCCA 0.7686 1.0307 0.8247 1.0813

IPCC 0.7550 1.0150 0.8060 1.0662

IPCCAS 0.7159 0.9476 0.7943 1.0204

ADCOSA 0.8362 1.1120 0.8638 1.1408

ADCOSSA 0.7373 0.9801 0.8044 1.0438

ADCOS 0.8220 1.0964 0.8548 1.1269

ADCOSAS 0.7388 0.9765 0.8101 1.0452

20 IPCCSA 0.6770 0.9172 0.7099 0.9494

IPCCA 0.6772 0.9186 0.7091 0.9499

IPCC 0.6784 0.9172 0.7079 0.9418

IPCCAS 0.7074 0.9333 0.7684 0.9810

ADCOSA 0.6976 0.9439 0.7308 0.9717

ADCOSSA 0.6894 0.9111 0.7296 0.9708

ADCOS 0.6922 0.9350 0.7191 0.9564

ADCOSAS 0.7078 0.9346 0.7660 0.9860

A common tendency in Table 4 and Table 5 is
showing that an item-based CF algorithm amplified by
skew amplification has better performance than an al-
gorithm based on Case Amplification. For example,
given |I(a)| < 20, IPCCSA beats IPCCA, and ADCOS-
SA outperforms ADCOSA. This stable performance in-
duced from skew amplification can substantiate that
the skew amplification-mechanism works quite well on
refining an item-based CF algorithm, especially for s-
mall samples.

The following sections will explain step by step
why our skew amplification-mechanism can deliver bet-
ter performance for an item-based CF algorithm than
Case Amplification.

4.3 Skew Amplification & Case Amplification

In this section, to illustrate skew amplification’s
superiority for enhancing a CF algorithm, the classical
IPCC algorithm and Adjusted Cosine Measure are used
as examples.

4.3.1 Effectiveness of Boosting Item-based PCC

The following two figures demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our skew amplification. IPCCAS is used to

illustrate the controller’s effectiveness in tuning the am-
plification of the denominator. IPCCAS is constructed
with a fixed skew amplification, where q1 = 1.4, q2 =
1.0.

When |I(a)| = 1, IPCCAS nearly has a same
performance comparing to IPCCSA. Figure 2 demon-
strates that in Movie3000 and Movie1600 benchmarks,
IPCCSA beats other algorithms while the superiority
of IPCCAS decreases as |I(a)| becomes large.
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given rated items for a new user in Movie1600

Fig. 2. Effect on boosting IPCC with different amplification
in small benchmarks.

In MovieLens and Netflix benchmarks, compared
with other algorithms, IPCCSA keeps its superiority
when |I(a)| ≤ 10, as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Effect on boosting IPCC with different amplification
in large benchmarks.

IPCCSA beats IPCCA. This shows that skew am-
plification can deliver better performance for IPCC
than Case Amplification.
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4.3.2 Effectiveness of Boosting Adjusted Cosine Mea-
sure

This section will illustrate that skew amplification
can also boost ADCOS more effectively than Case Am-
plification.

Although ADCOSAS can perform comparably to
ADCOSSA when |I(a)| ≤ 5, ADCOSSA outperforms
ADCOSAS with |I(a)| > 10, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Different amplification for refining ADCOS in large
benchmarks.

For |I(a)| ≤ 5, in MovieLens and Netflix bench-
marks, Figure 5 shows that ADCOSSA performs better
than other algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Different amplification for refining ADCOS in small
benchmarks.

Generally, in boosting an item-based CF algorith-
m, skew amplification is more effective than the tra-
ditional Case Amplification. Moreover, skew amplifica-
tion based on an elastic controller is more effective than
a fixed skew amplification.

4.4 Sensitivity on Parameter b

The base b plays an important role in skew am-
plification. b can be viewed as a threshold for the
controller. To select a suitable value for b in the

controllerq2 = q
|I(a)|

b , we firstly estimate a rough scope
of b based on observation and our practice experience,
and then, we select the suitable value of b in the de-
tailed scope.

For IPCCAS and ADCOSAS, although a fixed am-
plification q1 = 1.4, q2 = 1.0 can perform well for a s-
mall sample, a fixed amplification can also reduce the
predictive accuracy on IPCC or ADCOS with larger
samples |I(a)| > 10. At the same time, given |I(a)| = 20,
IPCCA and ADCOSA can perform well. So a suitable
value for b could be found around |I(a)| = 10.

Following this observation, we fix the given condi-
tion |I(a)| = 10, while we vary b in the range [10, 40] to
find a relatively suitable value.
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Fig. 6. Selection on parameter b.

Figure 6 demonstrates that the suitable value for
b is about 15, so we carried out a more careful search
in the range [11, 20].
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Fig. 7. Select a suitable value for parameter b.

Figure 7 illustrates that 15 can be used as an ex-
perimental value for the parameter b.

4.5 Sensitivity on Parameter q

In Case Amplification, although 2.5 has been sug-
gested [24, 25] as a value for the parameter q, we find it
not a good value in skew amplification. In this section,
an experimental value will be suggested for q in skew
amplification.

Generally, to simplify the finding process for a suit-
able q, we firstly fix |I(a)| according to our experience,
then the experimental value of q is selected out based on
following observations. As illustrated in Figure 2, Fig-
ure 3, Figure 5 and Figure 4, with |I(a)| ≤ 5, IPCCAS
is comparable to IPCCSA, while ADCOSAS performs
as well as ADCOSSA. So a fixed skew amplification is
comparable to an elastic-skew amplification under this
condition. This observation enables us to find a suit-
able value for q. Given |I(a)| = 5, we look in the range
of [1.1, 2.5].
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Fig. 8. Selection on parameter q.

Results in Figure 8 shows that a suitable value for
q is about 1.3. Then, we search in a smaller range
[1.1, 1.4], as demonstrated in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Select a suitable value for parameter q.

Figure 9 shows that 1.3 is a fairly good value for
the parameter q.

4.6 Scalability and Speed

Skew amplification can boost an item-based CF al-
gorithm without extra space overhead. In this section,
we test this conclusion with IPCC. Furthermore, IPCC
based on skew amplification has a low space complex-
ity, which makes IPCC easily renewable and scalable,
as demonstrated in table 6.

Table 6. Overview of speed and scalability.

Names M1600 M3000 MLens Netflix

#users(test) 45 298 3,320 21,280

#predict 5,528 45,954 437,097 4,783,350

space ≤0.004G ≤0.04G ≤0.13G ≤2G

time(Pthread) 1s 2s 44s 4,482s

time(MPI+Pthread) 1s 2s 19s 672s

Time cost is extracted with MPI Wtime() in the
recommendation process. Given |I(a)| = 10, the worst
time cost in ten tests is selected in Table 6. Results
in Table 6 show that IPCC for a recommender system
is fast in all benchmarks. For example, in Netflix, un-
der |I(a)| = 10, even when with a R425596×17770 rating
matrix, the training matrix R occupied less than 2G
memory. Moreover, our recommendation system spent
only 672 seconds to give 4,783,350 recommendations for
21,280 testing users. The elapsed CPU time (672s) for
the whole process included parsing files to get Rm×n,
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loading Rm×n into memory, initializing, and giving a
recommendation. For a R425596×17770 rating matrix,
given |I(a)| = 10, this scalable recommender system
can finish these operations for an active user within
0.04 seconds on average.

In the refinement of IPCC, the sparsity of the train-
ing matrix Rm×n is kept throughout the process. A
sparse R is convenient for a recommendation system in
several ways, such as an economical use of space, a fast
operation on sparse R, and good scalability.

4.7 Summary

We will give a summary to our experiments in this
section. Specifically, the highlights of our work will be
illustrated by a summary on IPCC and ADCOS.

Firstly, Table 7 summarizes skew amplification’s
effectiveness on boosting IPCC. The statistics in Ta-
ble 7 show that, for |I(a)| ≤ 5, the average accuracy
delivered by skew amplification exceeds Case Amplifi-
cation’s accuracy by 0.06. The refinement on accuracy
seems to be better in a larger benchmark, as summa-
rized in Table 7.

Table 7. Summary of different amplifications’ improve-
ments to IPCC’s accuracy with small given set.

|I(a)| approaches MLens Netflix M3000 M1600

1 IPCCSA 0.7425 0.9860 0.7991 0.9049

IPCCA 0.9050 1.2019 0.9783 1.0772

elevation 0.1625 0.2159 0.1792 0.1723

2 IPCCSA 0.7106 0.7412 0.7434 0.8541

IPCCA 0.8141 0.8418 0.8721 0.9857

elevation 0.1035 0.1406 0.1287 0.1316

3 IPCCSA 0.7011 0.7315 0.7261 0.8018

IPCCA 0.7717 0.7936 0.8270 0.8841

elevation 0.0706 0.0621 0.1009 0.0723

4 IPCCSA 0.6962 0.7244 0.7184 0.8087

IPCCA 0.7428 0.7621 0.7884 0.8735

elevation 0.0466 0.0377 0.0700 0.0648

5 IPCCSA 0.6911 0.7191 0.7126 0.7875

IPCCA 0.7215 0.7421 0.7686 0.8247

elevation 0.0304 0.0230 0.0560 0.0372

average elevation 0.0836 0.0958 0.0711 0.0611

Compared with IPCC, the enhancement on AD-
COS under |I(a)| = 1 is lower. However, results in
Table 8 show that skew amplification has a higher im-
provement on the “average” row than Table 7.

Table 8. Summary of different amplifications’ improve-
ments to ADCOS’s accuracy with small given set.

|I(a)| approaches MLens Netflix M3000 M1600

1 ADCOSSA 0.8958 0.9320 0.9705 0.9949

ADCOSA 0.9873 1.0184 1.0822 1.1200

elevation 0.0915 0.0864 0.1117 0.1251

2 ADCOSSA 0.7899 0.8106 0.8439 0.9405

ADCOSA 0.8949 0.9139 0.9738 1.0557

elevation 0.1150 0.1033 0.1299 0.1152

3 ADCOSSA 0.7429 0.7707 0.7759 0.8237

ADCOSA 0.8408 0.8707 0.9145 0.9192

elevation 0.0979 0.1000 0.1386 0.0955

4 ADCOSSA 0.7240 0.7495 0.7534 0.8364

ADCOSA 0.8090 0.8383 0.8683 0.9187

elevation 0.0850 0.0888 0.1149 0.0823

5 ADCOSSA 0.7115 0.7380 0.7374 0.8044

ADCOSA 0.7834 0.8151 0.8362 0.8639

elevation 0.0719 0.0771 0.0988 0.0595

average elevation 0.0922 0.0911 0.1187 0.0955

5 Conclusions

To refine an item-based CF algorithm effectively,
we suggest our skew amplifying mechanism. Unlike the
traditional Case Amplification, we amplify the denomi-
nator and the numerator differently in a prediction for-
mula. The balance between different amplifications is
kept by a controller, which can automatically tune a
discriminative amplification.

The rationale of skew amplification is induced by
our observation on the special recommendation under
|I(a)| = 1. In a cold-start scenario, the traditional pre-
diction formula based on Case Amplification will give
a mediocre candidate an excessive weight, which leads
to a reduced accuracy on the recommendation. How-
ever, for a small given set, skew amplification remedies
this defect elegantly by lessening the effect of mediocre
items. Specifically, we keep a fixed amplification on the
numerator, while the amplification on the denominator
is shrunk according to the size of the known set I(a) for
a new user. With this skew amplification, we effectively
mitigate the negative impact of a mediocre neighbor’s
excessive weight. Moreover, an elastic-skew amplifica-
tion based on our controller is more effective than a
fixed-skew amplification.

Results on Netflix, Movie3000, Movie1600 and
MovieLens demonstrate that, with a small given set
in the cold-start scenario, IPCC with skew amplifica-
tion outperforms other competitors in our experiments.
Furthermore, we also validated that skew amplification
can boost an item-based CF algorithm with no extra
space overhead. IPCC based on skew amplification has
good scalability. Specifically, IPCC handle a recom-
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mendation in an average of 0.04s in Netflix on our clus-
ter. Learning parameter in skew amplification automat-
ically and boosting a model-based CF algorithm with
skew amplification will be our future work.
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